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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

An Aruba network is deployed with L2 and L3 Mobility Master (MM) redundancy across two datacenters, as shown in
the exhibit. The network administrator confirms that all Mobility Controllers (MC) are currently communicating with MM1,
which is the L2 Active, and L3 Primary. Which MM IP will MCs communicate with if MM1 fails? 

A. 10.1.1.10 

B. 10.1.1.12 

C. 10.2.1.10 

D. 10.2.1.21 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A point venture between two companies results in a fully functional WLAN Aruba solution. The network administrator
uses the following script to integrate the WLAN solution with two radius servers, radius1 and radius2. 
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While all users authenticate with username@doaminname.com type of credentials, radius1 has user accounts without
the domain name portion. 

Which additional configuration is required to authenticate corp1.com users with radius1 and corp2 users with radius2? 

A. aaa authentication-server radius radius1 trim-fqdn ! aaa server-group-corp auth-server radius1 match-authstring
corp1.com auth-server radius1 match-authstring corp2.com 

B. aaa server-group-corp auth-server radius1 match-fqdn corp1.com auth-server radius1 trim-fqdn auth-server radius2
match-fqdn corp2.com 

C. aaa authentication-server tadius radius1 ! aaa server-group-corp auth-server radius1 match-string corp1.com trim-
fqdn auth-server radius1 match-string corp2.com 

D. aaa authentication-server radius radius1 trim-fqdn ! aaa server-group-corp auth-server radius1 match-domain
corp1.com auth-server radius1 match-domain corp2.com 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3
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A network administrator deplos a guest solution over WiFi and creates a corp_guest role for this purpose. The network
administrator must configure the solution with a custom policy that permits visitors to get an IP address, perform DNS
resolutions, and get internet access while blocking any attempt to reach internal resources at the 10.0.0.0/8 network.
The solution should prevent visitors from acting as rogue DHCP servers, then blacklist and log the attempt if this ever
happens. 

Which setup meets these requirements? 

A. netdestination corporate_network network 10.0.0.0 255.0.0.0 ip access-list session corp_guests user any udp 68
deny log blacklist any any svc-dhcp permit user alias coroporate_network deny user any any permit user-role
Corp_guest access-list session corp_guests 

B. netdestination corporate_network network 10.0.0.0 255.0.0.0 ip access-list session corp_guests any any udp 68 deny
log blacklist any any svc-dhcp permit user alias coroporate_network deny user any any permit user-role Corp_guest
access-list session corp_guests 

C. netdestination corporate_network network 10.0.0.0 255.0.0.0 ip access-list session corp_guests user any udp 67
deny log blacklist any any svc-dhcp permit user alias coroporate_network deny user any any permit user-role
Corp_guest access-list session corp_guests 

D. netdestination corporate_network network 10.0.0.0 255.0.0.0 ip access-list session corp_guests any any udp 67 deny
log blacklist any any svc-dhcp permit user alias coroporate_network deny user any any permit user-role Corp_guest
access-list session corp_guests 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibits. 

Exhibit 1 

Exhibit 2 
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Exhibit 3 

A network administrator must ensure that a ClearPass server can receive the RADIUS authentication request from a
single Mobility Controller (MC) managed by a Mobility Master (MM). Based on the exhibits, what is the value of NAS-IP
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contained in the RADIUS access requests? 

A. 10.1.140.98 

B. 10.1.140.99 

C. 10.1.140.100 

D. 10.1.140.101 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer with a multi-controller network upgrades the ArubaOS from 6.4 to 8. The customer\\'s clients must be able to
move between different locations of the campus without disconnecting their applications, when roaming or if there are
Mobility Controller (MC) failures. The customer also wants to have full control of the users, and be able to change their
session properties from a RADIUS server. 

Which steps must the network consultant include in the implementation plan to meet these requirements? 

A. 1. Create a controller cluster profile that contains the management and VRRP IP addresses of each member. 

2. 

Apply the profile to all MCs in the cluster. 

3. 

Confirm that the cluster is L2 connected. 

B. 1. Configure a VRRP instance for all MCs 

2. 

Create a controller cluster profile that contains the management IP and VIP addresses of each MC. 

3. 

Apply the profile to all MCs in the cluster. 

4. 

Confirm that the cluster is L2 connected. 

C. 1. Configure a VRRP instance for each MC. 

2. 

Create a controller cluster profile that contains the management IP of each member. 

3. 

Apply the profile to all MCs in the cluster. 
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4. 

Confirm that the cluster is L3 connected. 

D. 1. Create a controller cluster profile that contains the management and VRRP IP addresses of each member. 

2. 

Apply the profile to the cluster leader. 

3. 

Confirm that the cluster is L2 connected. 

Correct Answer: D 
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